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1.  Lay the ornament panel right sides 
     together with your chosen backing
     fabric.

2.  Cut each ornament out leaving 
     extra fabric around each ornament.
     Pin.

3.  If you need to emphasize the 
     sewing line, slip a piece of white
     paper behind the ornament fabric 
     and mark the sewing line with a
     pencil. (photo 1)

4.  You will need to leave a gap of about 2” to be able to turn the ornament right side out.  I have 
     marked it on my sample so I didn’t forget. (photo 2)

5.  Sew around the ornament on the sewing line using a slightly shorter stitch length (#2).

6.  Cut around the outline of the ornament, very carefully trimming closer to the points.  
     Now clip roughly every ¼” being careful not to clip through the stitching.(photo 3)

7.  Turn over the seam allowance on the ornament fabric in the gap and baste it smoothing the   
     curve as you stitch.  It is easy to see the edge of the ornament as you roll the seam towards 
     you. (photo 4)

8.  Now turn the seam allowance over on the backing fabric and line the fold up with the front 
     edge.  Baste in place. (photo 5)

9.  Turn right side out and very carefully with a blunt ended tool (I used a chunky knitting needle 
     – do not use anything with a sharp point) gently tease out the shape and the pointed bits, 
     smoothing the rounded areas. 

Read through all instructions before starting to cut out panel.
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Instructions for making Stars

1.  Follow steps 1 – 3 above.

2.  Because stars have sharp points it is best to leave a gap between 2 points.  Start stitching
     about ¾” before a point,carry on till you reach the last point and stop stitching about ¾” past 
     the point.  You now a have a gap between two sharppoints with a shallow ”V” through which to
     turn the star right side out and stuff it.

3.  Follow steps 5 - 12 as above.

10.  Take small piece of stuffing first and gently push it into the sharp pointed areas, then fill up
       with more stuffing.

11.  Pin the open section together and slip stitch together by hand as invisibly as you can. 
       Remove the basting stitches. (below)

12. Cut a length of ribbon and hand stitch it to the back of your ornament.(below)

Other Ideas;
     Hang on Christmas Tree, sew onto tape to make a hanging
     garland, attach to a wreath or try appliquéing onto a cushion.


